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Andalucía: A journey 
through the lens
The world’s an open studio for six 
photographers from Saudi Arabia.

Photo: Majed Angawi
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I n late spring this year, six aspiring 
young artists, most from Saudi Arabia, 
set off for Andalucía, the rocky, sun-

baked region of Spain’s southern coast. For 
two weeks the group worked with leaders in 
Spain’s artistic community to learn and prac-
tice cutting-edge photography techniques 
while journeying through the magnificent 
settings of Cordoba, Seville, Granada and 
Madrid. From the winding alleyways of Se-
ville to the resplendent Mosque of Cordoba, 
their documentary photographs – children 
tumbling in the streets, milky morning light 
creeping across the palaces of Alhambra – of-
fer a window into stories from their travels.

Alef caught up with the group on their 
return from Andalucía to hear more about 
making art in a foreign land, Spain, and 
their aspirations for the future. 

How do you explain your love for photography?
Salwa Sajini, 23: I think photography is 
language, and every photographer speaks 
a language that’s built on their own back-
ground, lifestyle, and vision. Through pho-
tography people can visit places they’ve 
never been to, go back and forth in time, and 
live through a photographer’s lenses.
Majed Angawi, 21: Photography for me is a 
form of meditation, an efficient way to ex-
perience the here and now, beautiful, active 
and soulful.

How did your journey through Andalucía  
affect you?
Khalada Khanom, 19: Personally this trip 
made me aware of the many possibilities out 
there for young Muslim women. It opened 
the door to creativity outside my comfort 
zone and placed me somewhere where I 
didn’t speak the language and didn’t know 
the culture; I had to adapt which made 
me appreciate it even more. 
Abdulmohsen Klaiby, 25: It was my 
first time being exposed to such a com-
munity of photographers and artists. They 
shared their knowledge and experience 
and talked about their works, which really 
changed the way I see photography and the 
techniques that I use. 
Majed Angawi: I gained a new understand-
ing of photography and new ways to use my 
tools. I discovered that when I’m a stranger 
to a new culture, I understand it from a dif-
ferent angle.   

>

ɬȆɐɦȄ֗ࢫɝɨɈɱȄࢫȓȗȷࢫࡩʏ ࡧࢫࢫ ɑʊȋȳɦȄࢫɵɭࢫȄȱɸࢫ ȳȫȄɼǷࢫɪɀɗࢫ
ȓʊȋȳɐɦȄࢫ Ȅםȓɡɨɮࢫ ɵɭࢫ ɵʆȯɏȄɼࢫ ȈȆȍȻࢫ ɵʈȲɽɀɭࢫ
Ȓࢫɵɭࢫ ՔȲȆݍݰȄɼࢫȓʈȳܶݵɦȄࢫȓɜɈɳםȄࢫɣɨȕ֗ࢫȹɦȯɱֿ ȄࢫʄڲǻࢫȓʆȮɽɐȸɦȄ
ɪȧȆȸɦȄࢫȄݍݨʎȌɽɳࢫࢭʏࢫ�ȆʊɱȆȍȷǻࢫɪɮɏɼࢫɝʈȳɘɦȄࢫםȒȯࢫɏɽȍȷǷ؈ɰࢫ
ȳʈɽɀȕࢫ ȔȆʊɳɜȕࢫ ɯࢫ Քɨɐȗɦ ʎɲȆȍȷׁࢫ Ȅ ɘɦȄۚܣࢫ ɉȷɽɦȄࢫ ȮȄࢫ ՔɼȲ ɑɭࢫ
ȓʊɨʊȎȻǻɼ֗ࢫ ȓȍɇȳɛ֗ࢫ ɐʇفɰɼࢫɰȯɭࢫ Ȇɮɳʋȉࢫ ȷȲȆɮɭɼْڈȆࢫ ȓɭࢫ Քȯɜȗɭ
ǻڲʄࢫɭܦݨȯࢫ ȓɜࢫ ՔʊɄɦȄ ȓʊɨʊȎȻǻࢫ ȓɛȴǷࢫ ȓɇȆɱȳɓɼ֗ࢫ�ȯʈȲȯɭɼࢫɵɭɼࢫ
ȳɺɌࢫ Ւȕ ɦȄۘܣࢫ ȓʊɜǾȆțɽɦȄࢫ ɱȆɳɘɦȄ؈ɰࢫ Ȳɽȿࢫ ɬɽɜȕࢫ Ȅםɚȳȼ֗ࢫ ȓȍɇȳɛࢫ
ՎַࢫɰɽȍɐɨʆࢫࢭʏࢫɎȲȄɽȼɦȄ֗ࢫȲɽɱɼࢫȹɮȼɦȄࢫəȧȄȵɦȄࢫɏفࢫȲɽɀɛࢫ ȆɘɇǷ

�ɯْڈɨȧȲࢫʏࢫࢭȆɸɽȻȆɏۘܣࢫɦȄࢫȈȲȆȣȗɦȄࢫȯʊȸȣȗȉ֗ࢫǴȄȳɮݍݰȄ
ɵʈȲࢫȯɳɏࢫɻȕȮɽɏࢫɵɭࢫ ՔɽɀםȄࢫɝʈȳɘȉࢫəɦǷࢫȓɨȣɭࢫșɜȗɦȄ
ࢫࢭʏࢫɂȲǷࢫȆʊɱȆȍȷǻ֗ࢫɵɏɼࢫ ՔɵɘɦȄࢫɵɏࢫȯʈȵםȄࢫɎȆɮȸɦࢫȹɦȯɱֿ Ȅ

�ȓʊɨȍɜȗȸםȄࢫɯٮڈȆɐɨɈȕ

֚ʏࡩȄȳɓɽȕɽɘɦȄࡧȳʈɽɀȗɨɦࡧɯɡȍȧࡧɰɼȳ Քȸɘȕࡧəʊɟ
�ࢫȯɜȗɏǷࢫɰǷࢫȳʈɽɀȗɦȄࢫɽɸࢫȓɔɦ֗ࢫ ՎȆɭȆɏࡧհձۚܣ֗ࡧʊࡧܥݨɾɽɨȷ
ɻȗʊɘɨȫࢫ ɏڴʄࢫ ȓʊɴȍɭࢫ ȓɔɦࢫ ɯɨɢȗʆࢫ Ȅȳɓɽȕɽɗࢭʏࢫ Ȳɽɀɭࢫ ࢫ Քɪɠɼ
ȄݍݵȓȿȆ֗ࢫɉɮɱɼࢫɻȕȆʊȧ֗ࢫ�ɻȗʈǹȲɼࢫȩɮȸʋɗࢫȳʈɽɀȗɦȄࢫȶȆɳɨɦࢫ
ɰǷࢫȄɼȲɼȵʆࢫɵɟȆɭǷࢫɯɦࢫɝȍȸʇࢫɯɺɦࢫɰǷࢫȆɸɼȲȄȴ֗ࢫȄɽɨɜɳȘʈɼࢫɏفࢫ

�Ȳ ՔɽɀםȄࢫȓȷȯɏࢫǴȄȲɼࢫȄɽȼʋɐʉɼ֗ࢫɵɭȵɦȄ

֗ࢫȳʈɽɀȗɦȄࢫɽɸࢫɪɢȻࢫ ՔʏڲǻࢫȓȍȸɴɦȆȉࢫ� ՎȆɭȆɏࡧհկ֗ࡧʅɼȆɜɳɏࡧȯȡȆɭ
ࢫȆɭࢫ Քɪɠɼ֗ࢫȓɌݏݰɦȄࢫȽʋɐɦࢫȓɦȆɐɗࢫȓɨʊȷɼɼ֗ࢫɪɭǸȗɦȄࢫɤȆɢȻǷࢫɵɭ

� ՔʎɘɇȆɏɼ֗ࢫɉȼɲɼ֗ࢫɑǿȄȲɼ֗ࢫɪʊɮȡࢫɽɸ

֚ȹɦȯɱֿ ȄࡧʄڲǻࡧȓɨȧȳɦȄࡧɯɡʊɗࡧȔȳ ՔțǷࡧəʊɟ
ɷȱɸࢫ ȗɨɐȡۚܣࢫ ȯɜɦࢫ ֗ࢫ ՎȆʊɀܧݵ �ࢫ ՎȆɭȆɏ կշࡧ ɬɽɳȫ֗ࡧ ȒȯɦȆȫࡧ
ȒǷȳɮɨɦࢫ ȄםȒȳɗȄɽȗࢫ ȝɡɦȄ؈فȒࢫ Ȕַࢫ Ȇɮȗȧַ Ȅ ǻڲʄࢫ ɻࢫ ՔȍɴȕǷ ȓɨȧȳɦȄࢫ
ɎȄȯȉׁ֗ࢫ Ȅ Ȓȳɡɗࢫ ɏڴʄࢫ ࢫ Քۚܣʊɏ șȨȗɗɼࢫ �ȓȉȆȼɦȄࢫ Ȅםȓɮɨȸࢫ
ȓɐȌȲֿ֗ࢫȗɐɃɼɼۚܣࢫ ȄࢫɰȄȲȯݍݨȄࢫȮɼȯȧࢫȠȲȆȫࢫȳɌɱǷۚܣࢫȗɨɐȡɼ
ࢫɰǷࢫ ՔʏڴɏࢫɰȆɢɗ֗ࢫɻȗɗȆɜțࢫɖȳɏǷַࢫ ɼࢫɻȗɔɦࢫɯ ՔɨɢȕǷַࢫ ࢭʏࢫɰȆɢɭࢫ

ȲࢫȄםɰȆɢࢫɟǷ؆فࢫɟǸɗ؆ف� ՔȯɛǷۚܣࢫɨɐȡࢫȆɭ֗ࢫə ՔʊɡȕǷ
ɦȄۘܣࢫ ɼֿȄڲʄࢫ ȄםȒȳࢫ șɱȆɠࢫ �ࢫ ՎȆɭȆɏ հճࡧ ʊɨɠۗܣ֗ࡧ Ȅݝݰɵȸࡧ ȯȍɏࡧ
ɱȆɳɗɼ؈ɰࢫ ɵʈȲࢫʊɗȄȳɓɽȕɽɗ؈ɰࢫ Քɽɀɭࢫɑɮȗȣɭࢫʏࢭ ɗٕڈȆࢫ ȯȡȄɽȕǷࢫ
ɵɏࢫ ȄɽțȯȨȕɼࢫ ȫɼفȄٮڈɯ֗ࢫ ɗȳɐɭْڈɯࢫ ȄɽɦȮȆȍȕࢫ ȯɜɦࢫ �Ȅȱɺɟࢫ
ȄȳɓɽȕɽɘɦȄࢭʏࢫ ȳʈɽɀȗɦȄࢫ ǻڲʄࢫ ʎȖȳɌɱࢫ فࢫ Ք؈ɓ Ȇɭࢫ ɯɺɦȆɮɏǷ֗ࢫ

�ȆɺɭȯȬȗȷǷۘܣࢫɦȄࢫȔȆʊɳɜȗɦȄɼ
ɡɘȗɦȆȉ؈فࢫ ȓɘɨȗȬɭࢫ ȓɜʈȳɇࢫ ʅȯɦࢫ ȩȍȿǷࢫ �ࢫʅɼȆɜɳɏ ȯȡȆɭࡧ
�ȲɽɀɦȄࢫ ɆȆɜȗɦȄࢫ ȓʊɘʊɟࢫ ɼࢭʏࢫ ȄȳɓɽȕɽɘɦȄࢭʏ֗ࢫ ȳʈɽɀȗɦȄࢫ ࢭʏࢫ
ȓɗȆɜțࢫȒȯʆȯȡ֗ࢫ ɵɏࢫ ࢫ ՎȆȍʈȳɓ ɰɽɠǷࢫ Ȇɭȯɳɏࢫ ɱǷۚܣࢫ șɘȼȘɟȄɼࢫ

ȆɺɮɺɗǷࢫɵɭࢫȓʈɼȄȴࢫ�ȓɘɨȗȬɭࢫࢫ

>

Photo: Abdulmohsen Klaiby

Photo: Salwa Sajini
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What were your impressions of Andalucía and 
the places you visited?
Hasan Mubarak, 23: I really liked Andalu-
sia. The area is very rich in heritage and civi-
lization, a mix of Islamic and European civi-
lization. We met a lot of inspiring artists and 
gained a lot of art guidance from the amaz-
ing staff. The journey for me was an oppor-
tunity that cannot be repeated in life.”
Khalada Khanom: Andalucía is absolutely 
beautiful. The highlight of my trip would be 
the pace in which we were traveling. We trav-
elled very fast from one place to another, only 
stopping to take photos, appreciate the cit-
ies and make incredible memories. One of my 
favourite places was the Sierra Nevada Moun-
tain, secluded from the rest of the busy world; 
it’s a place to reflect and find inner peace.

How did this trip change the way you  
approach photography?
Salwa Sajini: I started to see photography 
from a deeper perspective; now I consider 
the story and emotions behind a photograph. 
Actually, after this trip I started to under-
stand that I don’t express myself through 
photography, but my photography work ex-
presses me and my state of mind at that cer-
tain moment of taking the photograph.
Khalada Khanom: We were taught to ex-
periment with different types of photogra-
phy and things we have never tried before. 
I started to take portraits of people in the 
city, I didn’t know who they were or what 
they did, and some were taken by surprise 
on the streets of Spain, which made even  
better photographs!   

֚ȆɸɽɮȕȲȴۘܣࡧɦȄࡧɵɟȆɭֿ Ȅɼࡧȹɦȯɱֿ ȄࡧɵɏࡧɯɡȕȆɏȆȍɈɱȄࡧșɱȆɠࡧȆɭ
�ࢫȆɗםȓɜɈɳࢫ ՎȆɜȧࢫȹɦȯɱֿ ȄࢫșȎȍȧǷࢫ� ՎȆɭȆɏࡧհձ֗ࡧɞȲȆȍɭࡧɵȸȧ
ࢫɦȆȉفȚȄࢫȄɼݍݰȒȲȆɄࢫȄםȓȡɼȵɮࢫȆɭࢫȉ؈ɰࢫȄݍݰȕȲȆɄ؈ɰࢫ ՎȄȯȡࢫȓʊɳɓ
ࢫɵɭࢫɱȆɳɘɦȄ؈ɰࢫ ՎȄ؈فȍɟࢫ ՎȄȮȯɏࢫȆɳʊɜȗɦȄࢫȯɜɦࢫ�ȓʊȋɼȲɼֿȄɼࢫȓʊɭֺ ȷׁ Ȅ
ȆɳɮࢫȝɡɦȄ؈فࢫɵɭࢫȡɽȗɦȄٕڈȔȆࢫȓʊɳɘɦȄࢫɵɭࢫ ՔɨɐȖɼ֗ࢫȆɱɽɮɺɦǷࢫɵʆȱɦȄ
Ȳࢫ ՔȳɡȗȕࢫɵɦࢫȓȿȳɗࢫȓɨȧȳɦȄࢫɣɨȕࢫɰǷفࢫȗɏǷɼࢫ�ɪɸȱɭࢫɪɮɏࢫɝʈȳɗ

�ȓʊɱȆțࢫȒȳɭ
֗ࢫȴȳȉǷɼࢫȆɭࢫࢭʏࢫࢭʏࢫ ՎȆɜȧࢫɑǿȄȲࢫɰȆɢɭࢫȹɦȯɱֿ Ȅࡧ�ɬɽɳȫࡧȒȯɦȆȫ
ȓɏȳȸȊࢫ Ȇɳɨࢫ Քɜɳȕ Ȱǻࢫ ٭ڈȆ֗ࢫ ȆɱȳɗȆȷࢫ ɦȄۘܣࢫ ȕɽɦȄ؈فȒࢫ șɱȆɠࢫ ɨȧȲۘܣࢫ
ɆȆɜȗɦࢫȲɽɀɦȄ֗ࢫ ַࢫ Քַ ǻࢫəɛɽȗɱࢫɯɦɼ֗ࢫȳȫǵࢫʄڲǻࢫɰȆɢɭࢫɵɭࢫȓɜǾȆɗ
ɴؠۜܢ�ࢫ Ւȕַࢫ ɼࢫɚ Քȯɀ Ւȕַࢫ ɎȆȗɮȗȷַࢫȆȉםɰȯ֗ࢫɵʈɽɢȕɼࢫȔȆʈȳɟȰࢫ Ȅɼ
ࢫɤȆȍȡࢫʊȷ؈فȄࢫȄȮȆɘʊɱࢫȄםȓɦȵɐɳࢫ ՔʅȯɦࢫȓɨɄɘםȄࢫɵɟȆɭֿ Ȅࢫɰ؈ȉࢫɵɭɼ
ɵɏࢫȓʊɜȉࢫɯɦȆɐɦȄࢫȄםٔڈɣɮ֘ࢫɽɺɗࢫɰȆɢɭࢫɡɘȗɨɦ؈فࢫȟȨȍɦȄɼࢫɵɏࢫ

�ʏڴȫȄȯɦȄࢫɬֺ ȸɦȄ

֚ʏࡩȄȳɓɽȕɽɘɦȄࡧȳʈɽɀȗɦȄࡧʄڲǻࡧɯɡȕȳɌɱࡧȓɨȧȳɦȄࡧɷȱɸࡧȔف Ք؈ɓࡧəʊɟ
�ɝɮɏǷࢫ ȲɽɌɳɭࢫ ɵɭࢫ ȳʈɽɀȗɦȄࢫ ɾȲǷࢫ ȔǷȯȉࢫ ɾɽɨȷࢫܥݨʊۚܣ�ࢫ
ɏفࢫ əɇȄɽɐɦȄࢫ ȲȆɺɋǻɼࢫ ɁɀɜɦȄࢫ əʊɦǸȕࢫ ȓʊɘʊɟࢫ șɮࢫ ՔɨɐȖɼ
ɱǷۚܣࢫ ɯɺɗǷࢫ ȔǷȯȉࢫ ȓɨȧȳɦȄ֗ࢫ ɣɨȕࢫ ȯɐȊࢫ ɑɛȄɽɦȄ֗ࢫ ࢭʏࢫ �ȲɽɀɦȄࢫ
ɮɏڴʏࢫ ɰǷࢫ ɪȉࢫ ȳʈɽɀȗɦȄ֗ࢫ ɤֺȫࢫ ɵɭࢫ ɘɱؠۜܣࢫ ɵɏࢫ فࢫ ՔɏǷ ַࢫ
فࢫɏۚܣࢫɵɏɼࢫɦȆȧۘܣࢫȓʊȸɘɳɦȄࢫࢭʏࢫɦȄݏݰȓɌࢫɦȄۘܣࢫ ՔɐʇࢫʅȳʈɽɀȗɦȄ

�ȒȲɽɀɦȄࢫɣɨȕࢫȆٕڈɗࢫșɈɜȗɦȄ
ࢫȓɘɨȗȬɭࢫɵɭࢫȳʈɽɀȗɦȄࢫ ՎȆɏȄɽɱǷࢫȆɱفȗȫȄࢫȯɜɦࢫ�ɬɽɳȫࡧȒȯɦȆȫ
Ȳɽȿࢫ ɉɜȗɦǷࢫ ȔǷȯȉࢫ �ɪȍɛࢫ ɵɭࢫ ٭ڈȆࢫ Քȳȣɱ ɯɦࢫ ࢫ ՎȄȲɽɭǷ Ȇɳȋࢫ Քȳȡɼ
ȄȰȆɭࢫ ɖȳɏǷࢫ ַࢫ ɼ ɯɺɗȳɏǷࢫ ɵɟǷࢫ ɯɦࢫ Ȅםȓɳʆȯ֗ࢫ ࢭʏࢫ ǷܧݵȾȆࢫ
ɎȲȄɽȻࢫ ࢭʏࢫ Ȓࢫ Քȳɓ ȧ؈ɰࢫ ɏڴʄࢫ ȆɺɄɐȊࢫ șɈɜࢫ ՒȗɦȄɼ ɰɽɨɐɘʆ֗ࢫ

ȆʊɱȆȍȷǻ֗ࢫȆɭࢫɪɐȡࢫʅȲɽȿࢫɪɄɗǷࢫ�ɪɄɗǷɼࢫࢫ

Photo: Hasan Mubarak

Photo: Abdulmohsen Klaiby

Photo: Khalada Khanom
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What are your ambitions for the future?
Majed Angawi: Two weeks after I returned 
home, I exhibited nine photos I took in 
Spain as part of a huge cultural exhibi-
tion of independent art in Jeddah. I took 
so much from this trip: photos, memories, 
knowledge, friends… I hope to use all of this 
as artistic inspiration in Saudi Arabia.
Hasan Mubarak: I hope art in general be-
comes a life style for me - a way to live, not 
just a hobby. I hope that one day my voice will 
reach the whole world through my art. 
Abdulmohsen Klaiby: Photography makes 
me see the beauty everywhere…I hope 
someday I can inspire others.  

The Jameel Journey to Andalucía was host-
ed by Art Jameel in partnership with the Cross-
way Foundation. Find out more at artjameel.
aljci.org and crossway-foundation.org 

֚ȓʊɨȍɜȗȸםȄࡧɯɡȕȆȧɽɮɇࡧʏࡧۂȆɭ
ɵɇɽɦȄ֗ࢫ ǻڲʄࢫ ʎȖȮɽɏࢫ ɵɭࢫ ɏɽȍȷǷ؈ɰࢫ ȯɐȊࢫ �ࢫʅɼȆɜɳɏ ȯȡȆɭࡧ
șɃȳɏࢫɑȸȖࢫȲɽȿࢫɈɜȗɦȄْڈȆࢫࢭʏࢫȆʊɱȆȍȷǻࢫǴȵȣɟࢫɵɭࢫɂȳɏࢫ
șȎȸȘɟȄࢫ ȯɜɦࢫ �Ȓȯȡࢫ ࢭʏࢫ Ȅםɪɜȗȸࢫ ࢫ Քɵɘɨɦ ܷݵɯࢫ Ȇɜțࢭʏࢫ
Ȅɼםȓɗȳɐ֗ࢫ ȔȆʈȳɟȱɦȄɼ֗ࢫ ȲɽɀɦȄ֗ࢫ ȓɨȧȳɦȄ֘ࢫ ɣɨȕࢫ ȝɡɦȄ؈فࢫɵɭࢫ
���ǴȆɛȯȿֿȄɼࢫɪɭǵɼࢫɰǷࢫɬȯȬȗȷǷࢫɪɠࢫȆɭࢫɻȗȎȸȘɟȄࢫɬȆɺɦǼɟࢫ

�ȓʆȮɽɐȸɦȄࢫȓʊȋȳɐɦȄࢫȓɡɨɮםȄࢫʏࢫࢭ Քۚܣɗ
ȈɽɨȷǷࢫ ɬȆɏࢫ ɪɢȼȊࢫ ࢫ ՔɵɘɦȄ ɼȯɔʇࢫ ɰǷࢫ ɪɭǵࢫ �ࢫɞȲȆȍɭ ɵȸȧࡧ
ܢࢫɰǷࢫ Քۚ ɮȕǷɼࢫ�ȑȸȨɗۘܣࢫʆȄɽɸࢫȹʋɦɼآۜܣࢫʋɏࢫȓɜʈȳɇɼ֗ࢫʎȖȆʊȧ
ɬȆʆֿࢫǻڲʄࢫɯɦȆɐɦȄࢫɑɮȡǷࢫɵɭࢫɤֺȫࢫ ȄࢫɵɭࢫɬɽʆࢫʏࢫࢭʎȖɽȿࢫɪɀʆ

�ȓʊɳɘɦȄࢫʏڲȆɮɏǷ
ȯȍɏࡧȄݝݰɵȸࡧʊɨɠۗܣ�ࢫɨɐȡۚܣࢫȳʈɽɀȗɦȄࢫȄȳɓɽȕɽɘɦȄࢭʏࢫɾȲǷࢫȄݍݨɤȆɮࢫ

�ɬȆʆֿࢫࢫ Ȅࢫɵɭࢫɬɽʆࢫʏࢫࢭɵʈȳȫֽ Ȅࢫɯɺɦ
Ւ
ǷࢫɰǷۚܢࢫɮȕǷɼࢫ���ɰȆɢɭࢫɪɠࢫʏࢭ

ȓȸȷǺɭࢫ ɑɭࢫ ɰɼȆɐȗɦȆȉࢫ ɪʊɮȡ¡ࢫ ¢ɵɘɦȄࢫ ȒȲȮȆȍɭࢫ șɮࢫ ՔɌɱ
ȹɦȯɱֿࢫ¢�ࢫםȓɗȳɐࢫȄםȯʈȵ֗ࢫ ȄࢫʄڲǻࢫɪʊɮȡࢫȓɨȧȲ¢ࢫ¡ʅȄɽȷɼȳɟ¢
 artjameel.aljci.orgࢫɰ؈ʊɱɼفɡɦׁȄࢫɰ؈ɐɛɽםȄࢫȒȲȆʈȴࢫǴȆȡȳɦȄ
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